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Seattle Debates Open Housing Bill
By MARY MURPHY

Holy Names, Seattle

NANCY CROW
St. Placid, Olympia
residents are debating
open-housing ordinance to
eliminate racial discrimination.
An all-out effort by the proponents of the bill is being made to

rattle

Awards

Blanchet High School's Miter, co-edited by Enrollment determines to which class a paper
Kirby Croyle and Kay Lagreid, won the Best belongs.
Second and third place in Class AAA went
Paper Award in Class AAA. Tops in Class AA
was the Academy Review from Holy Names to The Gonzagan from Gonzaga Prep and the
Academy in Spokane. Pam Harper is the edi- Dome from Holy Names in Seattle.
tor. The Clarion from Holy Angels in Seattle
InClass AA the Smoke Signals from Yakima
Mary Jo Lien, editor won first in Class A.
Central Catholic was judged second and the
Judging on the Best Papers among the Aquinas Echoes from Tacoma, third.
St. Leo's Sa-Le-Hi from Tacoma and the
schools attendingthe Press Workshop was completed late last night. The winning trio will be Prairie Lite from St. Mary's, Toledo, won secawarded plaques at a luncheon this afternoon. ond and third in class A.

—

LAGREID and CROYLE
Blanchet's co-editors

Review,Clarion

'Best

nance recently was voted down
in Tacoma by a three-to-one
margin. "This will not affect the

success of the Seattle bill,"
states Fr. Edmund Boyle, a

commission member.

the bill also are raised by
the committee.

port

THE MAIN opposition force
facing the Commission is the
Real Estate Board. "The Board
enjoys tremendous influence be-

Council Decrees
Effective Soon

church law.

IN THE FUTURE, sermons
will be mandatory at every
Mass on Sundays and holydays
of obligation. The celebration
of the Sacrament of Matrimony

HNA, Spokane

Committee to Probe
New S. U. Curriculum
By KIRBY CROYLE, Blanche!
JACK REAGAN, Seattle Prep

By 1965, Seattle University will have incorporated
several revolutionary alterations in its curriculum.
Nine faculty members, headed by Fr. John Fitterer,
S.J., dean of the College of
Arts and Sciences, are reviewing proposals submitted by the present philosophy requirements with a history of phildepartment heads.
osophy. This may answer the
THE ELIMINATION of Com- question that Fr. Edmund Morposition Iand substitution of a ton, S.J., dean of the graduate
standard rhetoric course, was school, posed, "Do our regular
proposed by Dr. David Dowries, philosophy courses stress a syshead of the English department. tematic presentation to the exThis would assume high school clusion of the historical methstudents are sufficiently pre- od?"
pared to advance to college
S.U. will continue to be a libEnglish.
eral arts college despite proFr. Robert Bradley,S.J., head gressive modifications in the
of the history department, sub- core curriculum, Fr. Fitterer
mitted a plan for the division stated.
of history courses into a threeDR. LARSON stated, "The
quarter series. The series will
consist of two hours of lectures changes will increase the burand one hour of discussion each den on high schools to teach
week. He also suggested the re- elementary courses which may
arrangement of discussion ses- be discontinued on the college
sions for freshmen according to level." This not only will upgrade the quality of secondary
their grade point averages.
education, but also will demand
SEVERAL OTHER tentative better qualified teachers, Dr.
proposals have been submitted. Larson added.
Fr. Robert Saenz, S.J., acting
There has been a nation-wide
head of the language depart- trend to review college curricument, said, "The language de- lums. Catholic colleges and unipartment
does not want versities are looking to S.U. as
foreign languages as a part of a pace-setter in revolutionary
the core curriculum." At the education, Fr. Fitterer said.
moment, all students are required to take one year of a

TO ASSURE its passage, Fr.
Boyle and other members of cause of its past discrimination
the commission have begun a record and the funds it has
its passage.
campaign" to educate available," observed Fr. Boyle.
"lecture
bill,
The
drawn up by the citizens on
Depletion of the property valthe facts and "moral
sattle Human Rights Commission, will be brought before the obligations" which the bill en- ues often has been attributed to
Negro inhabitants in an area.
voters March 10. A similar ordi- tails.
"I find high school students "This simply is not true," Fr.
the most interested and re- Boyle said. He added that the
sponsive group," Father said. Real Estate Board never has
"It will be this generation that been able to support these acfinally passes equal rightslegis- cusations. Only in areas where
lation. They will be the first to the dwellings were dilapidated
accept the Negro as their from age have real estate values
By PAULA FORTIER
equal."
gone down.
Yakima Central Catholic
requestThe
commission
has
STEVE DODD
ed the aid of a citizens comFR. BOYLE does not look
ODea, Seattle
mittee consisting of voluntary upon the open-housingordinance
major
One of the
reforms of members. This group is working as a monumental surge toward
the Second Vatican Council has with the communication media equal rights for all, but grad- language.
been in the field of liturgy. to publicize the need for hous- ually "the Negro will receive
THE PHILOSOPHY departThese reforms will become ef- ing legislation. Funds to sup- his natural rights."
ment is considering combining
fective tomorrow.
Through the Constitution of
the Sacred Liturgy, adopted by Foreign Visitor to U.S.;
the bishops at the Second Ecumenical Council, three major
provisions will become part of

fisure

HARPER

LIEN
Holy Angels

.. .

America Disappoints Nigerian
By CHRIS STONE
St. Placid, Olympia
DIANEKUTHER

St. Gertrude, Cottonwood, Idaho
JOHN MANEELY
Serra Catholic, Salem
wilf follow the gospel, rather
Nigeria looks at America
than precede the Mass and the through the eyes of a native
breviary will be shortened.
journalist, Ademola James.
During Easter Week, the NaA guest reporter for the Setional Conference of Bishops attle Post-Intelligencer, James
will meet in Washington, D.C., commented, "I am very disapto revise portions of the Mass, pointed with what Ihave seen
another outcome of the Council. so far."
In consideration of these acHe stated that in Nigeria,
complishments, the Most Rev. America is pictured as the perThomas A. Connolly, Archbi- fect country. "It just isn't so,"
shop of Seattle, said the second he added. "In America there
session of the Ecumenical Coun- are people who go without a full
cil was a great success. He also meal a day; this is far from
said the differences between the perfect."
conservatives and liberals are
James also feels that it is hard
not harmful to the Council.
to make social contacts in this
country, especially outside of his
WHEN ASKED about Xavier work. But he further stated, "I
Rynne, unidentified writer who still regard America as a great ADEMOLA —Student Prints Photo by Eric Robinson, Hood River
JAMES with interviewer Diana Kuther, St.
revealed confidential informa- country."
Gertrude,Idaho.
tion on the first two sessions of
the Council in his book, Letters
THIS IS James' opinion after he was chief feature writer for
two-month tour of the U.S. with
From The Vatican, Archbishop six months in the U.S. as a dele- the Sunday Express
and re- the 15 other delegates. They
Connolly said, "He is a disre- gate of the World Press Instifor its sister publication, will cover between 15 to 20
spectful citizen who has little re- tute, an organization designed porter
Daily Express, in Legos, sand miles in this time. thouthe
bring
gard for theChurch and is more to
about a closer corres- Nigeria.
interested in selling his articles pondenceamongnations through
His primary education began
AFTER HIS tour of the U.S.
than securing facts. His litera- native newsmen.
James will continue at the at St. Paul's Breadfruit School, James intends to go to London
ture is geared to capture the
PI for three months. Prior to an Anglican mission school. where he will stay for approxfancy of the public.
The Archbishop also remarked this job he studied for three Following this, he attended St. imately three years, working for
that the bishops have not yet re- months at Macalister in St. Gregory's College, a Catholic a British newspaper.
ceived the proposals to be voted Paul, Minn., with 15 other dele- college in Legos.
James is considering writing
In May James will return to a book upon his return to Niupon during the third session of gate newsmen.
Macalister for three more weeks geria, "possibly about my visit
the Ecumenical Council, which
opens in September.
BEFORE coming to America, of study. He will then begin a to America."

Reporter Gives
View on Crime
By BARBARA DEAN

Holy Names, Seattle

RICHBALDASTY

Gonzaga Prep, Spokane

"Law enforcement's freedom
is hampered by too much concern for the welfare and rights
of criminals," stated 20-year-

veteran police reporter, George

McDowell.

McDowell, a Seattle Post-Intelligencer reporter and columnist, believes this situation aids
unscrupulous lawyers who use
legal trickery to help their obviously guilty clients. The reporter, therefore, believes a
vital part of his job is to keep
the public informed about the
functioning of their police de-

partment.

ANOTHER ITEM of equal

concern to McDowell is freedom
of the press. He feels this is
hampered if police withhold information concerning a crime
which the public has a right to

know.

McDowell checks the pulse of
Seattle crime life daily as he

reports murders,

thefts, attempted suicides and accidents.

—

TO ILLUSTRATE his next
point
problems of recurrent
juvenile crime McDowell cited
a recent armed burglary of a
drug store. All three robbers
had been involved in crime before.
Referring to this trend, McDowell stated that as a policy
his paper does not protect
youths with repeated offenses.
The P-I believes the people can
better protect themselves from

—

known public menaces.
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School, Work: They Do Mix At S.U. Government Key
In Campus Life
By MARY ELLENGARVEY
St. Mary's Academy, Toledo

CHARLOTTE WEAVER
St. Joseph's Academy, Yakima

By THERESA FERGUSON
Holy Angels, Seattle

Fifty per cent of the students at Seattle University
work part-time to help defray
their expenses.
According to a representative
in the University Placement Office, 209 jobs are found for students yearly. These jobs vary
from part-time work in the cafeteria and library, to typing,
tutoring and test correcting.
Many other jobs are found offcampus.
Sue Jellison, a senior who is
an office receptionist, and Paul
Hill, a junior and library assistant, commented on the advantages and disadvantages of
working.
—Photo by Pat Yeager. Sena Catholic, Salem
Sue said, "A student desiring
work can apply at the Place- OCCUPIED IN the S.U. Library are Pat Webb (left)
ment Office." These jobs, which and Mary Keefe, two of the many students whose work
run from 3% to five hours a on campus helps pay for their education.
day, pay half of the average

student's tuition.

SUE AND Hill agreed that
college does not eliminate extracurricular activities but that
it does curtail them. Sue believes that working has many
advantages. "It helps one func-

side activities when he began
working.
The working student's atti-

tude, the courses taken and the
kind of job that he has are the

starts or before everyone else
does. "Students find the most
desirable job is one which coincides with the individual's
major. Depending on the individual, health, studying time,
social life and extra subjects
suffer from working. Working
makes college life difficult, but
not impossible," he concluded.

deciding factors in his chances
tion under pressure and utilize to remain in school and gradueach minute of the day, which ate.
is essential in college life," she
Paul added that the best time
explained.
to find a job is before school
She then commented, "Work
is a change, a new experience
and an education. It is a source
of meeting new people and getting to know other students. I've
found that working does not inBy SUZANNE BAUER
smoking since he was 16, felt
terfere with my grades or social
Holy Names, Spokane
cigarettes
life. However, this doesn't apare acceptable for
KENGAMACHE
ply to everyone."
Marquette, Yakima
teenagers, but that drinking inPAULA SPOONER
Sue presently has a 3.48 grade
volves too many risks.One deleMarycrest, Portland
point average and belongs to
gate, a regular smoker, exGamma Pi Epsilon, a scholasHow do teen-agers feel about pressed the opinion that girls
tic honorary. An active mem- smoking and drinking among
ber of S.U. Sodality, she was a high school students? In a sur- who smoke look "cheap."
unit leader in her sophomore vey conducted yesterday among
ANOTHER STATED that
and junior year.
the delegates at the Press
Workshop, students expressed whilehe has never begun smoking, he drinks socially and does
HILL FOUND that he had to diversified opinions.
drop the majority of his outOne student, who has been not disapprove of this practice
for boys. He did feel, however,
that drinking among girls is
definitely unattractive and un-

Student government is an integral part of the University, according to senior John Fattorini, first vice
president of the Associated Students of Seattle University.
Such activities as Homecoming, Freshman Orientation and control of student
groups are organized by representatives from each class
and follows direct parliamentary
the ASSU.
procedure.
ASSU government is based on
S.U. student government dea balance of power similar to
velops
responsible citizens,
that of the United States gov- Fattorini said. He urged stuernment. The executive, legislato be active in student
tive and judicial branches dents
government and described beshould exercise equal power, ing an officer as "an opportunFattorini said.
it
ity you'll never forget
gives you a sense of responsiHOWEVER, he added, the ju- bility."
dicial branch at S.U. "has been
reduced to an arbitrary board
which decides election disputes." The present student
body officers want to change
this system so that the judicial
board will have power to handle
cases of student discipline.
The president is the primary
By RENATA BENETT,
representative of student govHoly Rosary
ernment on and off campus. He TONY BEHRENS, Gonzaga Prep
has the power of veto over any
More than a license is
legislation of the senate. The required
to answer a teenpresidentpresides
first vice
over ager's driving
problems.
the senate and the second vice
From the minute a teenpresident handles social and cultural activities. The secretary, ager receives a driver's license,
treasurer and a publicity direc- he is confronted with the probtor are also elected.
lem of insurance.
According to Paul McKillop,
THE STUDENT SENATE is a Seattle insurance agent who
composed of 20 students, five sells policies to minors, liability
coverage is a complete necessity. This type of policy, which
pays for damage to another's
car or injuries to other persons

...

Car Insurance
Driver "Must'

Teens Differ on Smoking, Drinking

Scholarships, Loans
Available to Frosh
By SUE WRIGHT
Hood RiverHigh,
Hood River, Ore.

Miss Young said that it awards
17 scholarships in the field of
music alone. She also added
Of S.U.s 3,000 students, that religious affiliations are not
in scholarship pressome 200 are on full or considered
entation by the school.
partial scholarships, and
According to Fr. Claire Maranother 430 are relying on
shall, S.J., S.U. loan officer,
there are many loans available

National Defense Education Act
loans.
prospective S.U. students.
Scholarships* whether spons- to
Among these is the NDEA loan
ored by private organizations
to students with a 2.3
or the University, are awarded made
g.p.a. and an interest in the
on the basis of academic field of education. It is also
achievement in high school, made to students with a superscores on the college board
capacity, or to those majorexams, high school activities ior
ing in science, mathematics, enand awards and financial need, gineering
respectively. Loans are made language. or a modern foreign
to those with a g.p.a. of at least
2.3 and with proof of need for
A STUDENT at S.U. may borfinancial aid by S.U., the feder- row
up to $600 a year, and those
al government and banks.
who go into education for at
PAT YOUNG, of the S.U. High least five years pay back only
School Relations Office, said 50 per cent of the loan.
Fr. Marshall went on to
that any student wishing consideration for a University-spon- describe other loans available
sored scholarship should apply to incoming freshmen and to
present S.U. students. Among
to S.U. by March 1.
these programs are the Tuition
Interested students should Plan,
Inc., United Student Aid
write a letter to S.U. stating
their needs and qualifications, Fund and the Student Loan
along with their high school Fund. These loans may be apprincipal's letter of recommen- plied to board and room as well
dation. The scholarship commit- as tuition.
tee then chooses recipients on
HE SAID the purpose of the
the basis of their Scholastic
Aptitude Test scores, with a S.U. loan and scholarship prominimum g.p.a. of 3.0
grams is to make a college education feasible for those to
WHEN ASKED if S.U. gives whom it is otherwise financially
scholarships for special talents, impossible.

becoming.
In the survey, the interviewed
delegates disclosed various reasons why they did or did not
smoke or drink. Several stu-

involved, protects the driver.

dents claimed they had never
felt the urge to begin smoking.
Others said their parents objected, that it was too expensive, or their athletic activities
prevented it.
However, some who started
smoking claimed they did so because of social prestige. Another said he began out of curiosity and then developed a genuine liking for cigarettes.

IN FACT, McKillop said, the
Department of Licenses in
Olympia may revoke the license
of any driver without this policy.
One of the most important
questions about insurance is
rates. The driving performance

IN REGARD TO drinking,
those who drink explained that
they liked the taste of liquor or
that drinking was a social asset.
Those who did not drink replied
they generally considered teenagers too immature to drink.

rates relatively small.

of an individual determines the
cost of his policy. Persons who
are single usually are forced
to pay higher rates than those
who are married. Those filing

few or no claims find their
Accidents in excess of $200
may cause insurance rates to
double.
Records prove that intelligent
people seldom are involved in
accidents, McKillop said.

Opinions Aired in Teen Forum
By KATHY MARIN

Blanchet, Seattle

Teen Forum, a regular feature of the Sunday Seattle
Times, is a frank discussion
of controversial subjects among
teen-agers. Led by Lynne Falkin, an 18-year-old junior at the
University of Washington, the
panel's purpose is "to give
young people a chance to express their views and beheard."

EACH WEEK, Lynne speaks
with a group of Seattle teenagers, asking them what they
would like to discuss. They then
gather at the Times office for
a "hearing" of opinions.
After graduation from Queen
Anne High School in 1961, Lynne
took a summer job filing for
the Seattle Times. She then be—Photo by Pat Yeager, Serra Catholic, Salem
came editor of the Young Merchant, a four-page newspaper LYNNE FALKIN. a columnist for the "Teen Forum,"
for Times paperboys.
explains the purpose of the column to Gerrie Haigh and
In July of last year, the Kathy Marin, both students
at Blanchet High School.
Times feature editor realized

the need for a column which
would involve local teen-agers, nearly four hours. The panel a truthful statement," especialand Lynne was picked for the members now meet in a special ly if it upsets society in a conjob. Her first article appeared conference room and rarely talk structive way." Lynne's hope is
longer than an hour and a half. that parents also will benefit
in the Aug. 25 issue.
In order to make up the first
from the panel discussions.
panel, Lynne called several
Lynne wants to continue conTHE FORUM does not intend
friends, and they decided on the to reach a conclusion. Lynne ducting Teen Forums, but says
topic "Race Relations." This feels that the important thing she also would like to do feagroup convened in the Times "is for the teen-agers to become ture writing for the Times upon
auditorium, and talk lasted aware of the question."Shelikes graduation from the university.
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As Texas Missionary
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By LINDA SANDELL

St. Leo's, Tacoma

SHIRLEEN PEPLINSKI
Holy Names Academy, Spokane

By MARILYNMIHM, Blanchet,Seattle
MARY SPRINGER, Holy Names Academy, Seattle

"Beat the Deadline" was
"Being a missionary is not just an adventure; it's an
experience in bringing Christ to others." Thus comment- the goal of every delegate
ed Carol Ballangrud, a Seattle University junior, in a attending thefourth annual
Press Work Shop Feb. 14-15
Student Prints interview yesterday.
doing
spent
laymissionary
Carol
last summer
work at Seattle University.
Active minds of busy
Lay
the
Catholic
with
Missionary Corps, a young organization
high school students comwith a small membership, with
bined their efforts to proheadquartersat St.Dolores Parduce an eight-page paper
ish in Austin, Texas.
in 24 hours.
DELEGATES from four
WORKING WITH other college students and adult advisand one Canadian
states
By KATHV RYAN
ers, Carol helped in the Austin
province worked to meet
Blanchet,
Seattle
parish. She taught religion
classes, did secretarialworkand
How hard is the honors the 24-hour deadline. The
a
took census.
program at Seattle Univer- 130 students received assignments ranging from
The aim of the CLMC, ac- sity?
cording to Carol, was not to
surveys on smoking, dancWeekly
essays
ten-page
take over completely, but to and innumerable outside ing and dress, to a story on
help the peoplebecome self-sufthe role of the Catholic
ficient. Carol said, "You can't assignments are minimum press.
go down there with the attitude requirements. That's how
KayLagreid, a senior at Blanthat you are doing these people hard!
chet High in Seattle, was chosen
a favor. They're giving you an
HONORS students par- for the difficult task of Editoropportunity to be Christ-like.
ticipate
in the program for in-Chief of Student Prints, the
You are indebted to them."
paper. Assisting her
The CLMC'ers, as the group their freshman and sophomore Workshop
executive dicalls themselves, lived in old years. The rewards of partici- were Kaethe Ellis,
junior,
rector,
S.U.
and the
pating
barracks,
sharing
Program
in an Honor
are
army
chores.
staffs of the S.U. journalism
Board and room were the only not to be overlooked. Each hon- dept.
and the Spectator, S.U.s
material compensations, but the ors student receives a full tui- twice-weekly
newspaper.
group made the most of what tion scholarship.
it did have. "The area where
CLASSES ARE conducted as
THE INSPIRATION and force
we workedwas poor but clean." seminars (group discussions)
the workshop is Fr,
Carol commented.
rather than lectures. A teacher behind
Greene,
Francis
S.J. He stated
guide
present,
only
is
but
to
the workshop has a two"THE PEOPLE aren't incap- the discussion. Students are ex- that
fold purpose, one idealistic and
able of raising their standards, pected to prepare for these dis- one
practical: That the students
they just don't have the oppor- cussions by outside reading.
tunity or the education to do
study
are:
The areas of
so," she continued. "They're Thought, literature, history and
friendly, courteous and so grate- science. In addition to the four
ful for whatever help you give fields of study, each student
them. One mother couldn't ex- takes a language of his own

Honors Means
Working Hard

press her thanks enough when
her son made his First Com-

munion."

choice. Due to the accelerated

courses in the program, honors
students can graduate in three
years, depending on their

—

Student Prints photo by Dennis Williams, Seattle Prep

PAST EDITORS of Student Prints attended the fourth
NCHS Press Workshop as advisers. With present editor,
far left, Kay Lagreid are Tim Kaufman, '62, Lynn Doll,
'63 and Terry Dodd, '61.
are here to learn to write and
communicate better.
Following this morning's conferences, panel discussion evaluating high school newspapers
were directed by professional

writers representing the Seattle
Times and the Catholic Northwest Progress. A tour of the offset press department at Grange
Printing Co. was conducted this
afternoon,

followed by an

awards luncheon. Certificates
for outstandingwork were given
those delegates selected by col-

By

Holy

Academy, Spokane

cesean paper. He called the
Catholic press "one other instructional aid" of the Catholic
Church
as fundamental as
schools and pulpits.By itself, the
Catholic press offers something
"you do not get anywhere
else." It offers leeway to profamily during the time of the mote the "crusader spirit," vital
tragedy, according to an article to a Catholic media.
in St. Leo's Sa-Le-Hi.
ECUMENISM has produced a
liberal
Church and has also had
Kennedy
"President
is gone its
influence on the Catholic
from us, leavingbehind a giant press.
differences of opinsymbol in the eyes of the world ion, theThe
many types of political
especially
and
in the hearts of beliefs and the intellectual attiAmerica's youth," said an ar- tudes of our time all demand a
ticle in the Aquinas Echoes.
Catholic interpretation, said
Through their stories, poems, Cordova.
editorials and special issues, the
"Going to bat for the school
press of the Northwest's Catho- system is the particular respon-

Papers Honor John F. Kennedy
By KATHY RIGNEY

St. Placid, Olympla
KATHY MASSOTH
St Joseph's Academy, Yakima
SUE NELSON
Serra Catholic, Salem

Student Prints conducted

Academy Dome (Holy Names
Academy, Seattle) was the only
available high school paper with
student interviews. Academy
students said their most lasting
memories of Kennedy would be
his image as a husband, his
personality and his youth.

a survey on the quality
and types of memorials the
THE COURAGE, dignity and
Catholic high school news- true
Christian character shown
papers in the Northwest by
Jacqueline
during
paid to the late President her ordeal wasKennedy
also featured in
Kennedy.
student publications. Students lic high schools have shown the
were impressedby the fajth and great respect they had for this
It was found that the courage
of the entire Kennedy man.
average Catholic high school
newspaper coverage was limited, because many of the papers
were not published until three
weeks after Kennedy's death.
AMONG THOSE papers who
paid impressive tribute to Kennedy's memory was the Aquinas
Echoes of Aquinas Academy in
Tacoma. The Nov. 27 issue of
that paper devoted the entire
front page to a story of his life
and ideals.
Sa-Le-Hi, student newspaper
at St. Leo's in Tacoma, honored
Kennedy with a front page story
and picture.
St. Gertrude's Academy in
Cottonwood, Idaho, published a
special edition of its paper,
SGA Signal, in honor of the late

President.
A few papers featured original
poems and prayers expressing
the feelings of their readers.
They were simple and stirring.
Those in the special edition of
the SGA Signal were particularly impressive.
The Dec. 13 issue of the

—

Dennis Williams, Seattle Prep
SOBER SURVEY—Student Prints reporters study some
by

memorial editions of Catholic high school papers dedicated to John F. Kennedy.They are Kathy Massoth, St.
Joseph's Academy, Kathy Rigney, St. Placid's, and Sue
Nelson,Serra Catholic.

By LORNA KLAMPE
Serra Catholic, Salem,Ore.

Letters, personal contact
and mutual understanding
are features of the Peopleto-People program designed to create lasting diplomacy throughout the world.
This "Peace Corps at
home" is active in the U.S.
as well as in 71 foreign
countries. Thousands of elementary, high school and
college students participate in
the program.
A STUDENT ambassadorprogram is in effect on the high

school level. This allows die

high school student one month
of travel through foreign countries plus another month of
everyday life with a foreign

family.
The potential college student
can look forward to file college
hold the interests of the system P-t-P program. It takes him
and bring those interests to pub- abroad for an unspecified period
lic attention. Emphasis should of time. The cost of this probe directed toward school events gram ranges from $360 to $390.
often neglected by secular
THE STUDENT can either
media.
CATHOLIC journalism estab- tour a variety of countries or
lishes a new apostolate. Through become a student ambassador.
The student ambassador
the press, it relays the message
of the Church to the laity who spends from six to ten days with
are often not reached by formal three different families in any
one of these countries: The Britreligious instruction.
Cordova continued, "The ish Isles, Scandinavia, GerCatholic press deals exclusively many, the Netherlands, Israel,
France and Belgium. After comwith one segment of society
the Catholic Church." He said pleting the visits, the American
questions often avoided by sec- ambassador may travel anyular journalists can be treated where he wishes.
in Catholic newspapers. Facts
NOT TO BE overlooked is the
are reported from a Christian
viewpoint which the reading part the People-to-People Propublic will not always accept gram plays on the home front.
In the U.S., International Clubs,
from a secular publication.
Cordova,
the such as the one on the S.U.
ACCORDING to
attitude toward- the Catholic campus, are being initiated.
These clubs acquaint the forpress has changed in the last 10
years. Top-flight journalists are eign student with American cusentering this field, formerly toms. At the same time they
dominated by the clergy. The permit the American students
voice of the layman is now rec- to view with greater understandognized in its proper perspec- ing the customs of their foreign
friends.
tive.
sibility of the Catholic press,"
he said. It is their duty to up-

—

—Student Prints photo

THE O'CONNELL award was

given to the high school with
the highest percentage of individual awards and the Spectator Shield to the delegationwith
the most awards. "Never— 3o"
awards were presented to the
hardest-working delegates.
Terry Dodd, '61 editor, Tim
Kaufman, '62 editor, and Lynne
Ann Doll, '63 editor of Student
Prints, returned to advise delegates, as did past executive directors Lori Mills Gavin, Jan
Kelly Shaw and Mary Elayne
Grady.

Purpose of Catholic Press
Program Boosts
Told by Seattle
Journalist
KATHY AKERS
Names
TONI CLARK
World Diplomacy

Concluding the interview,CarAquinas Academy, Tacoma
ol stated, "One of the main majors.
What is the Catholic press? This question was disthings you will need if you want
ONE OF THE primary advanto do this type of work is a tages of the program is that cussed in a Student Prints interview with Fred Cordova
strong spiritual foundation. If students study simultaneously yesterday.
you don't have one when you the theology, literature, science
Cordova is a staff writer
leave, you'll have one when you and history of a given historical
period.
come back."
for the Catholic Northwest Progress, Seattle archidio-

Student Survey;

lege advisers.
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EDITORIAL:

A Card Who Makes 'em

Drop In-Not Out

By MIKE MOTTET, YaklmaCentral; DOLORES FENNIMORE,
Mt. Angel Academy, Ore.; MARY MILLER,
St. Joseph's Academy, Yaklma

According to a recent magazine survey, more than
30 per cent of all high school students failed to graduate
in1962. Why?
There are four trouble areas:Economic burdens, lack
of motivation, retarded rate of learning and disinterest.
Some students are forced to leave school and earn a
living because of the disability, death or unemployment
of a parent.

By MIKE HUNTER

Loyola, Missoula
KAREN SMITH
Marycrest, Portland
The "I Never Ruin A
Good-Story-With-Facts"association is only one of the many
unique societies invented by

-

-

- -

Jack Jarvis.

Mr. Jarvis, a well-known rePost-Intelligencer, has been
passing out membership cards
for the past 18 years. The societies have no strings attached
—there are "no dues, no committees and no meetings."

OTHERS LACK MOTIVATION from the home, teachPRESIDENTS Eisenhower
er or curriculum.
and Truman are only two of the
Also, the slow learner may be forced to drop out be- V.l.P.'s who have been honored
with memberships in Jack Jarcause accelerated courses leave him behind.
vis' various groups. MeetingEiThe fourth group will take any job available rather senhower several years after
serving under him in the war,
than trying to improve through formal education.
Mr.
Jarvis presented the GenThe minimum age at which a personmay leave school
eral
with a life membership in
Washington
in
state is 16. It seems vital that this age be "Veterans
of VIII Corps Who
raised.
AdmitThat the European Phase
of World War IICouldn't Have
MORE AND better guidance programs also would Been Won Without Them."
help the potentialdropout. Initiating and improving semiJack Jarvis has fans throughwork programs would enable students to work part time out the world, and his cards
have been translated into sevand still continue their education.
eral languages, including CanHigh school students themselves can help curb the tonese. The last was accompdropout rate by admonishing troubled companions not to lished by counterfeiters in Hong
Kong who stole the ideas and
leave school.
forged the cards, printing the
translation on the back. This did
not bother Mr. Jarvis who never
has sold the cards and has no
copyright. He says, "I was flat-

Variety of Market
Equals World's Fair

—

Photo by Eric Robinson, Hood River High, Hood River, Ore.

JACK JARVIS, well-known Seattle newspaperman, demonstrates the press on which he prints his membership
cards.

an old printing press "to keep ferent cards. At about 1,000 copme off the streets." He began ies per card, his cards total
collecting type in a rather mercenary way: "I bought the type nearly two million.
Because of the wide circulamyself, then sold it to relatives and told them to give it tion of his cards, he has been
offered jobs the world over.
back to me for Christmas."
Speaking of newspapers, Mr.
The idea of membership cards
for non-existant associations Jarvis has some pointed opincame accidentally in 1946 when ions on this field. He counts
Mr. Jarvis had a disagreement "near-crackpots" and women as
with his city editor, and in re- the most interesting people to
taliation passed a card around interview. When asked to retered.'?
the office: "Society For Sup- count some of his most interestpression of NewspaperCity Edi- ing experiences as a reporter,
MR. JARVIS began his hobby tors, Life Member." Since then, Mr. Jarvis replied,"Ihave been
in 1926 when his father gave him Mr. Jarvis has printed 1,982 dif- shot at, knifed and married.

STUDENT PRINTS
Official publication for the students attending
the Northwest Catholic High School Press Workshop, February 14-15, 1964. Editorial and business
offices at Seattle University, 914 E. Marion, Seattle

Butsch, Gail McDowell, Glenda Struss;Mt. Angel
Prep: Kenneth Hermens, Ron Kangiser.
OLYMPIA— St. Placid High School: Nancy Crow,

22, Washington.

PORT ALBERNI, B.C.— Smith Memorial High
School: Jim Byrne.
PORTLAND— Jesuit High School: Tom Ballantyne, Brian Mount; Marycrest High School: Jan
Collinsworth, Pat Gress, Karen Smith, Paula

Lagreid, Blanchet
High School, Seattle; MANAGING EDITOR: Ron
Perry, Gonzaga Prep, Spokane; NEWS EDITORS:
Pam Harper, Holy Names Academy, Spokane; Phil
Seeley, Serra Catholic High School, Salem; FEATURE EDITORS: Mary Jo Lien, Holy Angels High
EDITOR-IN-CHIEF

Kay

School, Seattle; Dan Josue, ODea High School,
Seattle; SPORTS EDITOR: John Merrill, Seattle
Prep, Seattle.

—

ASSOCIATE EDITORS: Jim Miller, Jesuit High
School, Portland; Leslie Carter, Marycrest High
School, Portland; ASSISTANT EDITORS: Jim
Magnano, Seattle Prep, Seattle; Gary Knudson,
BelLarmine High, Tacoma; Judy Markham, Aquinas
Photo by Dennis Williams, Seattle Prep

LOOKING OVER a vendor's wide selection of polished
fruit at the Pike's Place Public Market is Mr.E. M. Wesselrus,local shopper.
By BRIAN MOUNT, Jesuit High,
EVELYN BUTSCH, Mt. Angel Academy,
Mt. Angel, Ore.
Seattle «has always had a "World's Fair."

The color and variety of Century 21 always existed
near the city's waterfront at Pike's Place Public Market.
At the market, races of the world have long met to buy
and barter.
There, in an open-air atmos- keries to barber shops, from
phere near the waterfront, ven- dime stores to drug stores, are
dors sell oranges from Cali- active daily.
fornia, spices from Italy, goodluck charms from the PhilipRICHARD DESIMONE now
pines and an endless variety of is the president of this vast
goods from countries through- organization.
out the world.
When one enters the crowded
The market was named after market,
encounters the
John Pike, a citizen of early babble ofone
languages and the
Seattle.
smell of limitless supplies of
produce.
PIKE AND HIS son, Harry,
cleared the area near the marTHE ASSORTMENT of races
ket's present location. They and
cultures are reflectedin the
were the first men to erect the
signboards down the
buildings which later became various
thoroughfare: The AthenianInn,
the market.
the Mexican and Italian Gift
One hundred regular tenants Shops, and the Filipino Art Shop.
Century 21 was not Seattle's
had also established themselves
in the buildings.
only World's Fair. And unless
Today the city rents the vege- the Save the Market Committee
table stalls to the farmers, who succeeds,
Pike's Place Market
come once or twice a week to
will have to close, as did Cenexhibit their produce.
But other marts, from ba- tury 21.

Academy, Tacoma; Doug Bogdanski, Smith Memorial High School, Port Alberni; Kathleen Barrett,
St. Gertrude's Academy, Cottonwood; James Ballas, Loyola High School, Missoula; Sharon Harper,
Wy'East High, Hood River; Susie Hartineau, Holy
Names Academy, Seattle; Gale Geiger, St. Leo
High, Tacoma.

PHOTO EDITOR: Dennis Williams, Seattle Prep,
WIRE SERVICE EDITOR: Christine
Stone, St. Placid's, Olympia; EDITORIAL BOARD:
Kathy Zmiarovich, St. Mary's Academy, Toledo;
Seattle;

Mary Miller, St. Joseph's Academy, Yakima;
Mike Mottet, Yakima Central High, Yakima; ART
EDITOR: Kathy White, St. Placid's, Olympia.

COPY EDITORS: Stephanie Jahn, Holy Names
Academy, Seattle; Mari Abbott, Holy Rosary, Seattle; Christine Sobba, St. Leo High, Tacoma;
Pat Hallahan, St. Mary's Academy, Toledo; Mary
Buckley, Yakima Central High, Yakima; Anita
Bechtold, Marycrest High School, Portland; Jeanie
McDaniel, Hood River High, Hood River.
PHOTOGRAPHERS: Steve Matsudaira, ODea
High, Seattle; Eric Robinson, Hood River High,
Hood River; Gary Bernhard, Blanchet, Seattle;
Maureen Mathiesen, Holy Names Academy, Seattle; Joe Ross, Holy Names Academy, Seattle; Pat
Yeager, Serra Catholic, Salem; STAFF RECORDERS: Louise Jenny, St. Gertrude's, Cottonwood;
Dan Weber, Seattle Prep, Seattle; Pamela Johnson,
Holy Names Academy, Seattle; Lauren Boers, Holy
Rosary, Seattle.

COPY READERS: Jim McGovern, Jesuit High
School, Portland; Donna Sandschulte, Holy Angels,
Seattle; Carolyn Hattrup, St. Gertrude's, Cottonwood; Martin Segger, Smith Memorial, Port Alberni.

—

Reporters: COTTONWOOD
St.
Academy: Helen Frei, Diane Kuther.

Gertrude's

HOOD RlVER— Wy'East High: Charles Martin;
Hood River High: Lynn Porter, Sue Wright.
MISSOULA— LoyoIaHigh School: MikeHunter.
MOUNT ANGEL— Mt. Angel Academy: Evelyn

Kathy Rigney.

—

Spooner, Kathy Moran.

Serra Catholic High School: Lorna
Klampe, Mike McCarthy, Sue Nelson.
SEATTLE— Blanchet High School: Kathy Carr,
Kirby Croyle, Kathy Marin, Marilyn Mihm, Mark
Philippsen, Kathy Ryan, Floren Sempel, Maureen
Sullivan; Holy Angels: Theresa Ferguson, Margie
Seese; Holy Names Academy: Dona Cababan, Barbara Dean, Mollie Hendrick, Mary Murphy, Mary
Springer; Holy Rosary: Renata Benett. ODea: Pat
Armstrong, Steve Dodd, Bill Haaland, Larry
Kerschner, Tom Widden; Seattle Prep: Gerald LaSalle, John Petrie, Jack Reagan, John McCoy.
SALEM

SPOKANE— Gonzaga Prep: Rich Baldasty, Tony
Behrens, Mike Burgess; Greg Frazier; Holy Names
Academy: Kathleen Akers, Suzanne Bauer, Shirleen
Peplinski, Patty Roberts, Dorothy Steiwer.

—

TACOMA Aquinas Academy: Charlotte Bonica,
Toni Clark; Bellarmlne High: Mike Flynn, Pat Inman, Kerry Webster; St. Leo High School; Karen
Barker, Kathy Fread, Patricia Mullins, Lynda
Sandell.
TOLEDO— St. Mary's Academy: Mary Ellen
Garvey, Cathy Gibbons.
YAKlMA— Marquette High School: Steve Hall,
Ken Gamache; St. Joseph's Academy: Bernie Estoesta, Kathy Massoth, Patty Morrissey, Charlotte
Weaver; Yakima Central High School: Paula Fortier, Peter Monahan.
Advisers: COTTONWOOD— St. Gertrude's Academy: Sr. Edith Mary.
HOOD RIVER— Hood River High & Wy-East

High: John Campbell.

MT. ANGEL— Mt. Angel Academy: Sr. Mary

Benedict, 0.5.8.; Mt. Angel Prep: Rev. Leo Rimmele, 0.5.8.

PORTLAND— Jesuit High School: Mr. Patrick

—

Sharp, S.J.

SALEM Serra Catholic High: Sr. Bonaventure,
F.S.P.A., Fr. Vincent Fitzgerald, O.F.M.
SEATTLE Blanchet: Sr. Mary Emerentia,
8.V.M.; Holy Rosary: Sr. Mary Albert, 0.P.; Seattle Prep: Mr. Frank Wood, S.J.
SPOKANE— Gonzaga Prep: Mr. William O'Connell, S.J.
TACOMA Aquinas Academy: Sr. Mary Grace,
0.P.; Bellarmlne High: Mr. James Riley, S.J.; St.
Leo High: Sr. Marietta.
TOLEDO St. Mary's Academy: Sr. Helena,
O.S.F.
YAKIMA— St. Joseph's Academy: Sr. Anne Philippa; Yaklma Central High: Sr. Mary Virginia,
O.P.

—

—
—
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Culture Reigns High Charm School Aids Poise
By MIKEFLYNN

Bellarmine, Tacoma

KARENBARKER
St. Leo's, Tacoma
No one in his right mind ever
passes up a good thing, and Seattle indeed is the possessor of
a "good thing""in the Seattle
Repertory

Theatre.

vacuum, a handful of Seattle's

leading citizens invited Stuart
Vaughan, former artistic director of the Phoenix Theatre and
the National Shakespeare Festival, to form the company.
Vaughan's reputation as a director attracted 15 actors experienced in on-and-off-Broadway productions. Later, four associate members and three apprentices from the Seattle area

By DONA CABABAN
Holy Names, Seattle

CATHY GIBBONS
St. Mary's, Toledo
"Don't be vogue on the outside and vague on the inside."
Thus, with poise and assurance, Elizabeth Leonard, owner
and operator of the Seattle
Charm School and women's ed-

were added to the troupe.

itor for KING-TV, emphasized
the quality of genuine charm.

THE PURPOSE of the theater
is not to present plays popularized on Broadway, but rather

IMPLYING THAT most girls
concentrate on the externals
rather than that within, Miss

to accumulate a "livinglibrary"
of great plays both past and Leonard offers a solution
present. The repertory style is through her charm school,
unique because the company where exercising,modeling and
presents several different plays conversational ability help
on alternatingnights. The actors achieve grace and composure.
thus avoid becoming stale and
Designed to help a girl make
the audience is able to see new
sides of each actor.
the most of herself, Miss LeonThis season, the company's ard's charm school is based on
repertoireincludes "King Lear," self improvement. The first step
"The Firebugs," "The Lady's
is a posture imNot for Burning," "Death of a in the course
Salesman," and will soon pre- provement program achieved
sent "Shadow of Heroes." Plans through exercise. This step is
have been made to add more necessary because a general
productions next season along fault in teenage girls is their
with a proposed tour.
lack of bodily grace and posThe competence of Vaughan, ture, which, Miss Leonard menthe long hours put in by the tioned, is a result of "living in
actors and the fresh approach pants." Other phases in the
have transformed a daring idea charm course are learning body
into one of the Queen City's rhythms, make-up application,
greatest assets and merited crit- tips on correct dress andmodel-

-

STUART VAUGHAN

The close of the World's Fair
left Seattle with a new playhouse, seating 800, with no idea
of what to do with it. To fill the

ical acclaim. As the late Presi- ing fundamentals.
dent Kennedy said of the ReperHER SCHOOL benefits women
tory Theatre, "It is a notable
contribution to the American of all ages from 12 to 70. A few
of her pupils advance further
theater."

92 Yesler, Tolo House:

Young Adults Discover Nightlife

—

Photo by Maureen Mathieson, Holy Names Academy, Seattle.

SEATTLE'S LADY OF CHARM:Elizabeth Leonard gives

pointers to Cathy Gibbons and Dona Cababan, S.U.Press
Workshop delegates.

into the modeling field. Miss
For "a blend of within and
Leonard takes a personal inter- without" the fashion expert
est in each student. As she puts added that good grooming must
it, "I am a woman in business be accompanied by a well-developed personality.
and my business is women."

Teatro Inigo Obtains Home;
New Club Establishes Roots
By gail McDowell
Mt. Angel Academy
Mt. Angel, Ore.

An old baptismal font, mortuary chairs and a crystal chandelier form part of the background for Teatro Inigo, S.U.s
little theater.
The one-time Jehovah's Witnesses Hall was transformed by
gallons of paint, yards of drapery and hours of student work.
The conversion was made possible by donations of all types.
Fr. James Connors, S.J., head

circle, dependingupon the staging employed. Instead of standard theater seats, Teatro Inigo
uses a variety of unique chairs
acquired from a mortuary, for

seating its audience.

THE S.U. DRAMA dept. and
the Inigo Players stage the theater's productions, which are
directed by Fr. Connors andMr.
William
Dore.
By LARRY KERSCHNER
Formerly
a
Toner
history.
Seattle
from the Seattle area.
ODea High School, Seattle
speakeasy,it is undoubtedly the and McHugh, S.U. juniors, both
Expressing his satisfaction
PATTY ROBERTS
only place in Seattle where an commerce and finance majors,
with the permanent home of the
Holy Names Academy, Spokane
by an 18- have fitted the prices (50 cents
drama dept., Fr. Connors com18-year-old can
The young adult set in Seattle foot door that enter
once kept the cover charge) to meet the pockmented, "If someone gave me
has a limited, but varied range
out, while bootleggers dis- etbooks of young Seattleites.
Feds
a million dollars for a new theaof entertainment on weekend posed
of illegal merchandise
The Tolo House at 119 Yesler of the drama dept., commented, ter, I'dbuild one just the same."
through the back way.
represents another phase in "I am worse than St. Vincent
Most of the better places are
for
the
hisyoung
Other
attractions
adult entertainment. A de Paul, because I take anyin that unreachable "21 and
tory scholar are a rare, old cabaret club, managed and thing."
over" group. And most of the lead-glass
mirror, a marble bar, "nearly owned" by Sid Clark,
"joints'" that teens go to aren't
TEATRO INIGO now has an
cabin door and an S.U. journalism junior, ofship's
a
concave
elite.
entrance, decorated by
elegant
original
Seattle
of
type
the
sidewalk.
fers
a
fresh
modern
A number of Seattle Univercurtains, a striking wall
In a valiant effort to bring in floor show. Anyone who can satin
By JAN COLLINSWORTH
sity students have come to the
blow a horn, beat or sing, can design and accented by a crys- Marycrest High School, Portland
rescue with two clubs: The 92 the twentieth century, 92 Yesler participate
in the Sunday eve- tal chandelier.
Yesler and the Tolo House. The owners Kip Toner and Mick McThe success of the present stuThe theater features a "flexatmosphere in these places fills Hugh have installed carpets and ning jam sessions.
dents
tours to Florence, Italy
be
stage
ible"
which
can
provided
pizza,
minor,
need
for
be
he
tables
and
have
every
the
and
to
the Holy Land in Paleschanged
proscenium
from
stagTHE
variety
and
cof"NITE
SOUNDS"
and
lover,
a
of
folk song
dixieland man soft drinks
prompted Seattle Unitine
has
Rocker,"
singer-dancing
"Little
a
to
theater-in-the-round.
This
or rock-and-roll fan.
fees.
er-comedian, entertain the cou- results in the great variance of versity's "travel agency" to extend an invitation to the public
FEATURED AT 92 Yesler are ples on the crowded dance floor. theater capacity (100-120). The to join
COFFEE HOUSE 92 Yesler
them on their first tour
paintings
Misty
one
patrons
jazz
singers,
The
modern
of
can
be
seated
on
nightvarious folk and
strives for the utmost in
to
the
Orient.
side,
sides
in
three
or
a semiclubing with an added touch of Dixieland bands and comedians Graham add to the mood.
According to Mr. John Talevich, tour director at the University, the trip, arranged on a
"go now, pay later" basis, commences on June 26, viaeconomy
jet air services of Japan Airworld, comes a new style in footwear, the boot.
By PAT GRESS
lines from Seattle, and will take
Opinions vary from wildexcitement to vehement
Marycrest, Portland
23 days until its termination in
CHARLOTTE BONICA
disdain.
Hong
Kong on July 18. Planes
Aquinas, Tacoma
trip home will stop in
for
the
columnist,
Post-Intelligencer
TOM WIDDEN
JACK JARVIS,
Hawaii, thereby giving the pasthing
thinks
boots
are
the
"sexiest
women
have
High
School,
Seattle
ODea
sengers an added stopover on
worn in 50 years."
their trip.
A survey conducted during the Press WorkMost agreed that boots should be worn with
MR. TALEVICH hopes that
shop at Seattle University revealed some persports ensembles of complementary attire.
tinent facts about the present vogues of high
the
adventure to the mysteriNinety-seven per cent of those interviewed
ous, historical and ancient cischool students.
smooth)
Lisa"
(straight
welcome the "Mona
and
ties of Hong Kong, Okinawa,
look, substituted for the passe ratted hair which
Japan,
BEATLE HAIRCUTS and clothes styles are
Macao and the island of
the most controversial subjects since the days bubbled up last season.
Formosa will enable the travof Elvis, long ago. Seventy-two per cent of"the
elers to gain a better knowledge
ALTHOUGH MIKE McCarthy, Serra, Salem,
students polled favored the "British Bugs; 28
of
the culture of the Far East.
girls
should wear their hair
feels that "blond
per cent didn't. Why the difference of opinion?
He emphasized that "since the
big,"
majority
boys
of
are
in
favor
great
the
These weresome of the reasons given:
world is breaking away from
of the smooth and rather straight hairstyles.
Victorian influence in art" the
Pat Mullins, St. Leo's, Tacoma: Beatles' hair
Larry Kerschner, ODea, Seattle, summed it up
modernartist and novice would
-"Real awful."
this way, "Ratted hair should be left on rats."
profit from studying Japanese
Carolyn Hattrup, St. Gertrude's: "The BeaDiscussion revealed considerable interest in
art.
smocks, alias "mama gown" and "Empire
tles are good singers, but crummy to look at."
THE TRIP provides an excelapproved
style;
dresses." Six out of 10
of this
lent opportunity for the traveler
JOHN McCOY, Seattle Prep: "The Beatles
the objectors, mainly composed of the male sex.
and student to acquaint himself
are great. They will be popular in the U.S. for
The survey reflects the opinions of the mawith the beliefs and customs pe"at least a year. Beatle type of clothing is highly
jority. But should mass judgment dictate styles?
culiar to the Orientals.
for the time."
As Karen Smith, Marycrest, stated: "I personally don't like fads. I'm a strong supporter of
Jeanie McDaniel, Hood River: "I enjoy the
What better waycould the stuitles; their hair and weird clothes are the best
individualityin dress, personality or peeling podent make use of his time and
part of them."
money than to partake in this
tatoes.
Seeley, Serra, Salem: Beatle hair cuts
first, and not to be the last, adThis statement may signal a growing feeling
ur principal cracked downon them."
Kathy White, St. Placid'a, venture to the exotic and mysamong teenagers against their current codeFrom Paris, France, the fashion center of the
Olympia.
conformity.
terious Far East?

Far East Trip
Set for June

White Socks, 'Bubbles' Out -Beatles, Boots In

,

Chionable

—

—
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New NSCPA Officers;

Baldasty, Petrie, Miller Win
By MARGIE SEESE, Holy Angels, Seattle
MIKE MCCARTHY, Serra Catholic, Salem

Rich Baldasty of Gonzaga Prep was
elected president of the Northwest Catholic Student Press Association last night.
The other two officers elected by voting
delegates from the 26 schools at the
Workshop were John Petrie, Seattle
Prep, vice president, and Jim Miller, Jesuit High, Portland, secretary-treasurer.
The NCSPA was founded Feb. 15, 1963. It is
composed of members from Northwest Catholic
high schools which send delegates to the Seattle
University Press Workshop. The organization's
proposed activities did not materialize the first
year.

PLANSINCLUDED the establishment of three
regions with officers for each region. This year
the Association will take a more active part in
Northwest Catholic Press.
After listening to Fr. Francis Greene, S.J.,
head of S.U.s journalism dept., the general
assembly of advisers felt that the Association
has finally gotten off the ground.

Plans include the bringing of S.U. journalists
to meet with newspaper staff represetatives from

schools in several Northwest cities.
CONFERENCES ARE tentatively scheduled
in Portland, Feb. 29 at Jesuit High School; Seattle, April 4 at S.U., Tacoma, April 18 at St. Leo

High School; Spokane, May 9 at Gonzaga Prep
and Yakima, May 8 at an undertermined loca-

tion.

At these conferences each school's newspaper
representatives will be discussing possible improvements. One of the primary benefits of such
a conference is the chance for Catholic high
school journalists to meet their colleagues and
work out both mutual and individual problems.

"THE MAIN PURPOSE of the Association is
to helpCatholic schools in the Northwest produce
better school papers. "We hope that the relatively similar conditions of our Northwest schools
will make it possible for us to give more practical assistance to the staffs," stated Fr. Greene.
Some hoped for activities of NCPSA include
the regional sessions, newsletters between Catholic schools and critical analysis of the papers
periodically.

Electronic Computer PAVLA Aides
Asset to University Assist Latins
By MIKEBURGESS
Gonzaga Prep, Spokane

PAT ARMSTRONG
ODea, Seattle

"May I
extend a welcome
to you for the Seattle University Computer Center.If
you will press 'start,' Iwill
give you some information
about myself ..." So goes
your interview with an
electronic computer.
This computer, an IBM 1620,
is one of the complex mechanisms which form the S.U. Computer Center. While used primarily as an instruction tool, it

is also employed in research
and processing internal data.

ACCORDING TO George

Town, director of the center,
the first equipment arrived in
February, 1963, and by November the center was fully opera-

tive. International Business Ma-

chines leases the apparatus for
$2,000 per month.
Several sections of the University, including the psychology and engineering departments, use the "thinking" machine to determine statistics and
to solve problems.

THE CENTER enables facul-

and process tests with a high degree of
efficiency and speed.It also provides pertinent information concerning the caliber and accuracy of the test. In addition to
these services, the center is insrumental in prog ra mming
courses offered at the University. In the future, a complete
computer division is planned.
ty members to correct

The

Civic Groups' Merger
To Aid Seattle Center

computer operates

by

magnetic and electronic impulses which simulate the addition,
subtraction, multiplication and
divisionprocessesfamilar to all.
It calculates at the rate of 1,780
computations per second and
also makes simple logical assumptions based on data programmed into the machine.

By PAT MULLINS

St. Leo's, Tacoma
JOHN PETRIE
Seattle Prep
"Help the people to help

themselves."
Adopting this as their motto,
the Papal Volunteers for Latin
America began their work three
years ago.

UNDER DR. Thomas Downey,
S.U. campus representative for
PAVLA and head of the history

department, S.U. began its role
in contributing to the development of this organizationin the
Pacific Northwest.
This Catholic group now 250
strong answered the appeal of
HOWEVER, SINCE the machine cannot work independent- the late Pope John XXIII to the
ly of man, it will not replace the United States of America to aid
human being.
and further the growth of the
The actual mechanical com- Catholic Church in Latin Amerponents of the computer consist ica, just as the Crusaders of the
of the core and switch circuits,
and its entire knowledge is con- twelfth century rose to the chaltained in a small section no lenge of Pope Urban VI.
larger than a table radio. Small
PAVLA's regional director,
green panels control the work- Fr. Stephen Szeman of St.
ings of all the other parts of the James Cathedral, Seattle, remachine, including the millions ports that there are now 80 volof tiny switches, which carry unteers in the Seattle area inelectronic and magneticimpulse terested in this movement.
trains to and from the core.
BECAUSE of the situation in

'Stag Line' Big Problem
To Catholic Teenagers

—

—

Latin America, many Catholic
groups similar to PAVLA have

—

Student Prints photo by Gary Bernhard. Blanchet, Seattle

PAPER PLANS: Studying blueprints for future development on the Seattle Civic Center grounds are (from
left) :Charles Hunt, Activities Division assistant of Century 21, Inc.; Bernie Estoesta, St. Joseph's, Yakima; and
Leonard Hansen, manager of promotion and public relations at the Center.
THE FOOD CIRCUS, which
closed in October for the winter
TOM BALLANTYNE
season, will reopen on May 1.
Jesuit High, Portland
Its international theme will be
The merger of Greater
carried out with a variety of
Seattle, Inc., and Century foreign food concessions.
21 Center, Inc., announced
The Pacific Science Center exlast week, will be a pro- hibit has continued to draw capcrowds since the closing
gressive step in the promo- acity
of the World's Fair in October,
tion and development of 1963. This exhibit, open from 9
the Seattle Civic Center, a.m.-6 p.m., Wednesday through
according to Leonard Han- Sunday, is particularly popular
sen, manager of promotion with students who take advantof its extensive library.
and public relations for the age
The Northwest Craft Center
Century 21 group.
and Gallery present handiwork
HANSEN stated that both of artists and artisans of the
civic organizations work toward area. The gallery's pottery
drawing a greater tourist trade pieces are popular with ceramic
and providing entertainment for collectors, Hansen stated.
Seattle families. He said that
THE GAYWAY, also slated to
pooling the efforts of the two re-open May 1, will provide adcorporations would benefit Se- ditional amusement rides for
attle greatly, as present duplica- fun-seeking visitors.
tionof purposes and goals would
The Coliseum is undergoing
be eliminated.
conversion to an expected 14,000
Last Wednesday night, the capacity pavilion. Its perimeter
Repertory Theatre added an- buildings, formerly foreign exother production, "The Death of hibits, willbe used as convention
a Salesman," to it present halls.
repertoire. On openingnight,
THE SPACE NEEDLE is still
the play received seven cur- drawing its share of local and
tain calls and critics' praise. tourist patrons.
According to Hansen, the
The company has been nationally recognized for its World's Fair has left Seattle a
other productions, "The Fire- legacy of $40 million. The goal
bugs," "King Lear" and "The of his firm includes the deLady's Not for Burning." "Sha- velopment of this legacy with
dow of Heroes" is scheduled to the accent on family entertainopen on April 1.
ment.
By BERNIE ESTOESTA
St. Joseph's, Yaklma

been organized, but PAVLA
serves as the parent organization.
Volunteers are not welcome
By KATHY FREAD, St. Leo'sTacoma
in certain areas and they have
PATTY MORRISSEY, St. Joseph's, Yaklma
not been invited to work in ArBILLHAALAND, ODea, Seattle
gentina, Paraguay or Uraguay.
"Stag"-ering describes the big problem at most teen"In the past two years, secuage dances. Workshop delegates expressed a number of larism and irreligion have advanced heavily in the minds of
views to solve the "stag line" problem.
the Latin American people,"
Class socials, mixers and editorialsin school papershave tried said
Dr. Downey.
with little success to alleviate this situation. Canadian girls seem
"One
of the ten most noteeach
other.
to have the one solution dance with
NEW YORK, AP— Teen-agers dig Beethoven as well
worthy capacities of the papal
volunteers is elevating the stan- as the Beatles, Maestro Leopold Stokowski set out to
CURRENTDANCE fads are similar throughout the Northwest. dard
of living in Latin Amer- prove yesterday,and he did.
favorites,
unique
are
"Stomp"
The
and "Birdland"
standard
but
ica," he continued.
popping
everywhere.
In Oregon, the "Workout" and
up
dances are
there why do you like those
"Zig-zag" are going strong, while the "Woody Green" is working
STOKOWSKI conducted the four boys?" Stokowski asked.
magazine
EXTENSION
sta- American Symphony Orchestra
its way up to Port Alberni, B.C.
"Well, I like the way they
tistics reported that in most dio- in Carnegie Hall with about 3,- move their heads," she replied.
Pam Johnson, Holy Names Academy, Seattle, said, "It's silly. ceses,
two-thirds of the populace 000 young men and women presSome of the dances are a little far out, but most of them are getAsked Stokowski: "How can
live at a sub-human level. An ent
some loaded down with you girls say you like the Beatle "
ting better."
indication of this is that Latin Beatle wigs, banners and tran- music when you make so much
American streets often resemble sister radios with ear plugs. noise you can't hear them perTHE CATHOLIC YOUTH Organization dances are popular in sewers and garbage dumps.
They were tuned in to record- form?"
Yakima, while in Spokane, Tacoma and Portland, schools sponsor
To
this situation, pa- ings of Britain's mop-haired
most functions. School clubs and classes vie for opportunities to pal combat
"THOSE BEATLES knock me
volunteers are teaching the quartet, who a few days ago set
sponsor socials as money-making projects.
out," said another.
Latin Americans the rules of up a storm in the same hall.
"
Pat Inman, Bellarmine senior, emphasized that the social cal- hygiene and how to read and
At the end of the program,
The maestro interrupted his
endar at his school must be planned several months in advance write. North American volun- musical program, featuring the maestro asked his young
because competition is so stiff.
teers also edit newspapers, help Beethoven, with a question and audience: "That wasn't so bad
manage parishes and teach in answer period. The discussion now, was it?"
BANDS ARE a necessary ingredient for a successful school grade schools and high schools. theme was the Beatle rock vs.
There was thunderous apdance, but there are drawbacks to this. "When you have live They teach in the only parochial long-hair music.
plause. The youngsters exited
music," stated Lorna Klampe, Serra Catholic High School, Salem, school inSouth America,located
humming snatches of Beethov"most of it is fast and it's hard tQget the kids to dance."
in Lima, Peru.
"YOU— THE little blonde over en's melodious Fifth Symphony.

—

Beethoven, Beatles
Capture Equal Billing
—

—
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OSU Wins 76-72:

32 Fouls Foil

By PETER MONAHAN

YakimaCentral

7
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leadingthe way. During the first
half Seattle's margin fluctuated
between 7 and 13 points.
The Beavers kept themselves
in the contest by converting 15
of 21 free throw attempts to offset a meager 9 field goals.
Seattle hit 17 from the field and
8 from the charity line to gain
their 42-33 spread at the inter-

The highly rated Oregon
State University Beavers
applied a powerful zone
press in the second half to
beat Seattle University 762 last night in Corvallis.
Beaver guards Jim Jar- mission.
is and Frank Peters
SEATTLE CONTINUED to
parked the second-half control the game through the
of the second
ally, eliminating a Chief- opening moments
Williams pumped in jump
ain lead which at one time half.
shots from all over the court as
was as much as 16 points.
the Chiefs soared to a 53-37 lead
OPENING THE game with a with 13:04 left in the game.
riving lay-up, the Chieftains
The contest then slowed down
shot into a 15-3 lead with Charlie until OSU's coach Slats Gill
Williams and Greg Vermillion ordered his men into the deadly

Prep Panthers Top
S.U. High-Flying Seagulls

full court press which led to the
Chiefs' downfall. Shortly after
the press was applied Tresvant

fouled out of the game and
added to S.U.s misery.
THE BEAVERS from then on
completely dominated the game
as they harassed the Chieftains
relentlessly. With Jarvis and
Peters hitting from the outside
and Counts completely controling the boards, the Beavers tied
the score at 63-all with 7 minutes
remaining.
At the 6:53 mark Jarvis was
fouled by S.U.s Dick Turney
and calmly sank his free throw
to put Oregon State into a 64-63

lead.
The Chiefs, scrapping to stay
within reach, managed to tie the
game again 68-68 at the 3:01
mark when Vermillion hit a free
throw. The teams then slowed
the pace and worked for open
shots.
SCOTT EATON and Jarvis
contributed two free throws
each. Vermillion then hit a 16foot jumper to bring the Chiefs
By PAT INMAN
within two, 72-70 with 1:20 left.
Bellarmine, Tacoma
The Beavers started playing
Student Prints photo by Maureen Mathiesen
How does a 19-year-old college freshman achieve his ball control to slow the game
down, and Jack Tebbs finally JIM YONKER of Seattle Prep, flanked by Dennis Dorgoal inlife?
Such a question was put to Tom Workman, Seattle fouled Jarvis in the hope of get- ratcague (No. 34) and Steve Conklin (No. 22), shoots
ting the ball. However, Jarvis over two Seagulls.
University freshman star who
sank
both free throws as the
last year led his high school in
his sophomore year when he partisan Corvallis crowd roared
By GREG FRAZER
PACED BY Tom Gorman, Sebasketball team, Blanchet of made the varsity at Blanchet,
Gonzaga Prep, Spokane
Prep increased their lead
with delight. The score now
attle
Seattle, to the state championSTEVE HALL
30-23. The Panthers hustled
to
retaining that position for the stood 74-70 with only 28 seconds
shin.
Marquette, Yakima
remaining.
as thoughthey were still behind.
WORKMAN has attained rest of his high school years. He
Seattle Prep upset the taller Seattle Prep once again tightstarting berth on the S.U. led Blanchet to the state tourWILLIAMS brought the ball Everett Seagulls 51-41 last night
defense as the desperfrosh team. Asked how he felt nament in his junior and senior down the floor fast and drew a on the Panthers' home court. ened its
ate
Gulls
shot every time they
about this, Workman replied, years. Workman washighscorer foul from OSU's Peters. He
Underdogs to the conference- gained possession. Taking des"I don't want anything given to in the latter year, averaging 23 calmly sank the free throws to leading Gulls, the
Prep team perate chances, Everett falme, I want to earn whatever points per game.
pull S.U. within two points. The trailed from the beginning.
At tered. Their final shooting perIget." These words sum up the
Always looking ahead, Work- Chiefs went into a press, Wil- the end of a slow and dull first centage was less than 30.
personality of 66", 200-pound man plans to major in educa- liams stole the ball and shot quarter,
the Gulls led 10-5.
Both teams were led on ofWorkman, S.U. basketball ace. tion and to someday play pro from the top of the key. He
The aggressive Panthers fense and defense by their fast,
Workman, who is credited with basketball if he receives an missed but S.U.s handyman spurted
to a 13-12 lead at the hard-working guards. Gora 23-point average per game offer. Bob Boyd, S.U. varsity Ralph Heyward put up a second
start of the second quarter, but man and Steve Conklin led
humbly attributes this achieve- coach, his parents and a Cath- shot and was fouled. After the lost
the lead and trailed by one Prep, and Dennis Erickson and
ment to his fellow team mem- olic education rate high on Chieftains called a timeout Hey- point with three minutes left in Louis
Hobson paced the Everett
bers.
Workman's list of reasons why ward bounced the ball off the the half. The Gulls' quick re- five.
The straight-shooting Papoos- he is able to maintain a 3.0 back of the hoop and Oregon turn was led by Roger Bitar,
es, coached by Lionel Purcell, g.p.a. while playing basketball. State cleared the backboards.
who scored four fast points.
HUSTLING BACK and forth
are undefeated after 15 appearIn desperation Vermillion
Workman is looking forward
two teams battled evenly
the
ances on the hardwood. Con- to his future years at S.U. and fouled OSU's Peters who sank
THE
was
EVERETT
attack
in
the
fourth quarter with Evcerning the remainder of the is eager to get on the road to his two free throws to conclude slowed when the Panther deerett drawing closer. The Everseason, Workman says that greater opportunity with the the scoring with Oregon State
fense toughened. Then a quick ett team's efforts seemed fruithopes are high amongthe young varsity Chieftains.
on top 76-72.
exchange of baskets left the less, however, as they battled
Chiefs to remain undefeated.
Prep team with a slender lead. not only a team which refused
According to Workman, the SU
The Panthers tried but couldn't to quit, but also the clock. The
good
frosh team has "six
ball
increase their lead of four points heads-up basketball pleased the
players of equalability; defense
over the Seagulls. Prep led by fans whichhad crowded into the
is stressed in practice, but most
a slim 22-19 margin at halftime. Garrigan gymnasium.
of all, there is the desire to
The Seattle players scored
Both teams were already
win."
tournament openguaranteed
first
in
the
and
third
fourth
His basketball career began
periods. Mike Tronquet made ings but the game, which ended
two quick baskets at the start with subs on the floor, padded
of the second half. Again led Seattle Prep's pride. The high
by Bitar, the Seagulls domin- scorer for the Gulls and die
ated play during the first three game was forward Bitar with

All-State Hoop Ace
Now Leads Papooses

—

(NOW

Chiefs' New Home
Almost Completed

Sports Editor
Describes Life

tßy

RON KANGISER
Mt. Angel Prep
Mt. Angel, Ore.

No James Bond hero has

found more excitement

than Georg Meyers, sports
editor of the Seattle Times.
His assignments have taken
him to such places as Rome,
Melbourne and Moscow.
Many years of newspapering
have prepared Meyers for the
unexpected: He isn't sure what
will happen this year when he
is in Tokyo for the summer
CHIEFS' HOME NEXT SEASON
Olympic Games, but he will be
ready.
be driven into the show area on
By JIMBYRNE
Port Alberni, B.C.
MEYERS' ASSIGNMENTS in
removable ramps and floor area
Smith Memorial,
can be increased or decreased
Moscow and other foreign loCHARLES MARTIN
as needed.
cales are the result of numerous
Wy'east High, Hood River, Ore.
interesting years of dedication
Tension holds up the roof of
to his occupation.
The nearly completed Seattle the Coliseum without supports
After several years of active Sports Coliseum, which will seat and gives the spectator a completely unobstructed view.
participation in high school and nearly 14,000 people,
will procollege journalism, he went to
Alaska to pursue a career in the vide the new basketball home
THE 3,700 students of S.U.—
for Seattle University and a most of whom follow their team
field of radio. However, he soon hockey
arena for the Seattle —are now forced to squeeze
found his way back to journalism and accepted a job with a Totems.
themselves into an area which
comfortably seats a few hunFairbanks newspaper.
Since then the reporting of
Retractable seats, floors and dred.
both news and sports has been ramps should give the Coliseum
S.U. competes with some of
his life. Currently, he is the striking versatility. It can then the best in the nation during
sports editor of the Seattle be used for sporting events, con- basketball season. Now the highTimes, and that's where he ventions and rallies, and could flying Chieftains will have a
plans to stay— at least between even become an aluminum cir- modern "home" worthy of a natrips around the world.
cus tent. Large equipment may tionallyrecognized team.

minutes of the third quarter. 20 points. High for the Prep
The Panthers regained their squad was Conklin with 15
composure and again surged points, followed by Yonker and
Jim Gillingham with nine each.
ahead.

Newsman Explains 1964
Prep Basketball Tourney
By MARK PHILIPPSEN

Blanchet, Seattle
GERARD LASALLE
Seattle Prep

In March of 1963, Seattle witnessed the last of the
classic 16-team AA high school basketball tournaments.
"It seems that much of the
splendor and excitement of the lost school time and the reducold state tournament will be lost tion of disciplinary problems as
with the new revised edition of presented by the old elongated
the state playoffs," says Bill tourney.
Knight, sports writer for the
Because of the statewide playSeattle Post-Intelligencer.
offs more people will be able
Knight explained the new sys- to see the many top-flight teams
tem of playoffs which is divided in contention for the AA crown.
into four regions. The top con- In 1963 the tournament had a
tenders in each region will vie record attendance of 77,000
to represent their region in the spectators in 26 contests. Knight
state final March 20 and 21 in estimates attendance will be
95,000 people in only twenty
Seattle.
THE MAIN difference between games of the 1964 classic.
the past playoffs and this year's
"If at the end of the two-year
new system will be the shorten- trial period basketball fans do
ing of the old tournament's not find this new system unfavdrawn-out schedule. In its place orable, the old playoff's color
will be an abbreviated one- and excitement will be forever
weekend eliminationperiod. The replaced by this new, less-comtwo main advantages of this re- plicated and more practical
vision will be the limitation of tournament," he concluded.
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New Construction Started
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ROTC Plan Advised
For Future Security
By KERRY WEBSTER, Bellarmine

CONSTRUCTION of three new buildings
on the S.U. campus will soon begin. The
largest unit, sketched above by architect

Photo Courtesy of Seattle University
John Maloney, will be the men's dormitory. Other new additions planned are a
new student library and bookstore.

Evoy, S.J., the new unit will be
the largest on the rapidly exLYNNPORTER
panding campus and will proHigh
Hood River
vide accommodations for 718
Hood River, Ore.
students in more than 350
At present talk about campus rooms. The rectangular living
is the new men's dorm and a proportion will be 276 feet long,
student library.
40 feet wide and 126 feet tall.
Campion Hall, named after Because of its elevation, the
Edmund Campion, martyred lounge will present an exciting
English Jesuit, is presently un- vista of the campus.
der construction. The building,
Much attention has also been
almost twice as large as the given to a proposed student lipresent Bellarmine Hall, is brary. The study center will be
bounded by Broadway, Tenth, erected as a memorial to the
East Jefferson and East James late Dr. Walter Moore. Located
streets.
between Columbia, Cherry,
AS STATED by Fr. Gerard Tenth and Eleventh streets, the
By KEN HERMENS
Mt. Angel Prep

five-story structure will cost
about $2.3 million. Among other
study facilities, the library will

house a number of seminar
rooms and a rare book room.
BOOKS FOR the library are
going to be accumulated gradually. To date, all property has

been purchased for the 92,000
square-foot building. The target
date for the completion of both
buildings is Aug. 1, 1965.
Also being planned is a new
bookstore. Construction may
start this summer. Although the
location is not presently known,

aid from the

government

pected.

Every able male in the United States must, at one
time or another, contemplate the possibility of being
drafted into the armed forces.
But those who attend Seattle University face that
possibility with the knowledge that they will begin their
Army careers one step ahead ol everyone else, or even
as commissioned officers.
FOR S.U. BOASTS an exten- Lieding, "do not like ROTC besive Reserve Officers' Training cause they don't like the idea
Corps program under the lead- of being disciplined or being
ership of Lt. Col. Robert Lied- told what to do. "But," he coning. Col. Lieding, a Wisconsin- tinued, "whatever you do,
born regular, formerly was en- wherever you work, you are gogaged in liaison work in Eu- ing to be disciplined and regimented, whether you realize
rope.
ROTC at S.U. consists of a it or not. ROTC simply pretwo-point program. In the first pares you for this disciplining."
program, a student who enters
The normal route to a comthe University also begins two mission through enlistment is
years of ROTC.
by application to Officers CanThe second programprepares didate School. Only about 60
the student for a commission per cent of the applicants pass
as an officer. On completion of the entrance examinations and
this program, the student re- another 40 per cent of those
ceives either a reserve commis- who do, fail to finish.
sion or a commission as a secIn the ROTC program, howond lieutenant in the regular ever, 80 per cent of all students
army.
finish as commissioned officers
"SOME PEOPLE," said Col.
and with officers' pay!

—

Movies Reviewed by Board
Before Seattle Appearance

is ex-

Spectator Building:

Old House Now New to Staff
adds a homey touch. The ediWHEN THE building was actors' offices, adjacent to the quired during the 1930's it was
news room, are paneled with converted into a faculty resiglass-like telephone booths. The dence for the Jesuits on camTucked away in a nook of the sports
feature room is prob- pus. In 1946 the house was
University
campus is a ably a and
Seattle
again renovated, this time bekitchen.
converted
dirty, beige-colored building
coming a student health center.
brightly
AT THE staircase a
with rusty downspouts, stained
With last year's transfer of
painted
mural
adds
tree
a
touch
porch.
A
pillared
windows and
infirmary to Providence
the
color
to
the
faded
walls.
The
of
bright red-and-white sign proof the stairs adjoins a bal- Hospital, the building was vaclaims that it is the home of head
to several cated.
Student Prints Photo by Joey Ross, Holy Names, Seattle
S.U.s student newspaper, the cony which leads
other offices. Originally bedSpectator.
BEN
BENTON.
chairman of the Seattle Board of Theater
The building is actually a rooms, they are now the SpecSupervisors,
discussed
the work of the board in protectbusiness,
advertising
and
tator's
house. The news room, probably photography
ing
public.
the
theaters
and
the
rooms.
once a living room or parlor, is
hall,
the
hidden
cluttered with desks. An AsAt the end of
By GLENDA STRUSS
MAUREEN SULLIVAN
sociated Press wire machine from the bustle of reporters and
Mt. Angel Academy
By MOLLIE HENDRICK
Blanchet, Seattle
clicks out thenational news from the clatter of typewriters, is the
headquarters of Fr. Francis
Holy Names, Seattle
a pantry corner.
worse," Ben Benton,
"Today's
getting
movies are definitely
HELEN FREI
A FIREPLACE, its mantle Greene, S.J. As head of the
Supervisors,emphatically
chairman
of
the
SeattleBoard
of
Theater
engraved with flowers, detracts journalism dept, he is faculty St. Gertrude's, Cottonwood, Idaho stated yesterday.v
from the office atmosphere and adviser to the Spectator.
It's supposed to be a man's
Movies tagged "adults only" are becoming more frequent as
world, but one could get an arbox
office receiptsgo down and
Margery
gument from Mrs.
cease to attend movies. "adults only" signs are used to
families
Leonard.
Morally objectional films are attract attention. "The pictures
Leonard,
assistant man- embarrassing to many would-be that cause the most problems
Mrs.
ager of the Washington Athletic
are the U.S. amateur 'nudie picClub in Seattle, enjoys her work
tures'," according to Benton.
and is never bored because the
By KATHLEEN CARR, Blanchet, Seattle
THE BOARD'S main job is to Foreign films are passed
Problems of co-eds ranging from finding a job to budgeting job has variety.
keep those who are under 18 out through customs but cannot get
Agnes
one's money are just a few of the difficulties facing Miss
"MOST WOMEN take jobs to of "adults only" movies. They into the country if they are obReilly, dean of women, each day.
make money, but Iwork for the classify movies, check theaters scene."
Miss Reilly's biggest responsibility is to help girls adjust to enjoyment of it," said Mrs. and enforce their regulations.
Benton feels that the age ban
college life. Expressing her concern over this adjustment period, Leonard.
The board also has jurisdiction is working effectively in Seattle.
she said, "I like to think a girl
Her position in this social and over plays, burlesque shows and If the "adults only" age level
is coming to college with the dent activities and this can best athletic association involves a penny arcade movies. The 15 were raised from 18 to 21, it
serious intent to become a bet be done by associating with a great deal of time and cooper- board members include teach- would be much easier on the
ter woman. And Ihope she wil campus organization. Miss Reil- ation with men in her charge. ers, businessmen and attorneys. theaters. The new age limit
take advantage of all the daily ly went on to say that, as in all Sometimes this can be difficult As a cross-section of Seattle's would help rather than hurt
opportunities to enrich her spir things, moderation should be for a woman to handle.
population, they view and de- them.
kept in mind and first things
itual, intellectual and socia
However, she does not feel cide whether movies should be
placed first.
BOYCOTTS and petitions are
that themen resent beingsuper- banned, cut or labeled "adults
self."
effective waysof combating obANOTHER OF Miss Reilly's vised, but admits that it de- only," or "over 21."
Judgments are based on this jectionable movies. "Morality
ACCORDING TO Miss Reilly duties is to speak individually pends on the temperament of
much more is expected of a col
viewing and on the "green cannot be legislated," Benton
to all resident women students the individual.
lege student than was ever de- on probation.At these meetings,
COMPOSING brochures, pam- sheet," a guide put out by an said, "it must come from the
manded in high school. The aca- Miss Reilly and the student try phlets, menus and organizing organization comprised of var- people." Teen-agers can help a
demic schedule may seem light to analyze the existing problem various social activities are a ious groups, PTA, Legion of De- great deal in this problem by
on the surface, but the instruc and find a solution for it.
few of Mrs. Leonard's daily cency and other rating guides. writing to the theaters and the
tor expects the student to purMiss Reilly's regular schedule tasks. She schedules and organ- One of the problems with this board. Letters may be written
sue individual lines of interest begins at 8 a.m. and continues izes approximately one to two system is that sometimes the to Benton in care of Seattle
to make the subject more mean- until 4:30 p.m., but there are events a day for the social sea- rating arrives after the movie. Board of Theater Supervisors,
ingful. In college there is a usually at least three evening son.
Uncooperative theaters can 4333 University Way N.E., Segreater personal responsibility meetings a week and many
Mrs. Leonard, who graduated have their licenses revoked, so attle.
for academic progress. A stu- weekend functions which she from Grinnell College, Grinnell, most are anxious to observe the
After five years on the board,
lowa, began her career as an board's regulations. Policemen Benton realizes that his work is
dent should know what is ex- must attend.
Nevertheless, however long assistant woman's secretary at are often hired by theaters to a time-consuming public servpected of her without waiting to
be told.
the day may be. Miss Reilly the WAC at 50 cents an hour and ferret out those who are under ice. "I used to think it would
A freshman also needs to feels her rewarding work com- workedher way up to assistant age.
mean just free movie passes,"
penetrate the workings of stu- pensates for the time spent.
SPICY advertisements and he said.
manager.
By JOHN McCOY
Seattle Prep
FLOREN LEE SEMPLE
Blanchet

Woman Director
Likes Unique Job

Miss Reilly, Women's Dean,

Advises

Incoming

Freshmen

